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Power Carriers

OUR RANGE OF
POWER CARRIERS

KEY FEATURES
AND TECHNOLOGY

Safe and easy to operate, Honda Power Carriers are true
savers of time and labour. Robust, durable and driven by
a 4-stroke engine with smooth power and high torque,
they take the backache out of shifting heavy loads,
especially in limited access areas. The ideal accomplice
to an endless variety of jobs, you will wonder how you
ever managed before owning one.

LOW GROUND PRESSURE
MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY

POPULAR USES OF
POWER CARRIERS
Hire companies
Vineyards
Construction sites
Stone masons
Emergency services
Railways

HYDROSTATIC DRIVE
Variable speed drive for smooth control and
improved comfort.

UNIQUE TRACK PATTERN
Superb stability and traction for low groundpressure and minimal surface damage.

Our HP range of tracked power carriers is perfect
for moving large loads in restricted spaces, over soft
ground or on undulating terrain. The unique track tread
pattern provides incredible traction, even up steps, but
minimises ground damage which is particularly useful
over lawns and gardens. Each track is independently
controlled by the left and right hand levers, for easy
manoeuvrability and a 71cm turning radius.
All models feature a deadman’s clutch that disengages
the drive when you let go, ensuring controllability and
safety. The narrow width means access through a
standard doorway is no problem and allows impressive
manoeuvrability where space is limited.
The HP 500 model also features a hydrostatic drive
system, for smoother forward and reverse operation.
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DMC

DEADMAN’S CLUTCH
Releasing the special handles stops the carrier
for added safety and control.

INDEPENDENT TRACK CONTROL
Left and right tracks are controlled by separate
levers for a small turning radius.

ADJUSTABLE LOAD BED
Expandable carrying bed for extra large loads.

Landscape gardening
Agricultural applications
TILTING LOAD BED

Forestry work

Fully tilting load bed allows for easy unloading.

Mining work
Mountain path repairs
Humanitarian aid
Recovery work
Landscape/beach restoration
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*
Max load (level ground)
Max load (sloping ground)
Max load height – level ground
Max forward speed
Max reverse speed
Max upward gradient
Max downward gradient
Engine model
Net power (SAE J1349)
Fuel tank capacity
Dry weight
Overall dimensions (mm)
Bed dimensions (mm)
Sound power level
(2000/14/EC, 2005/88/EC)

500kg
350kg
900mm
4.3km/h
3.6km/h
25°
25°
GX160
3.6kW / 3,600rpm
3.1L
197kg
L 2140 × W 650 × H 1100
L 1200 × W 560 × H 200
99dB(A)
*The HP 500 is available with or without the adjustable load bed.

